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This paper

1 How large are the benefits had Europe labor mobility of US?

Cross sectional std of u decreases from 2.4 to 1.4 pp.

2 How do benefits contrast to benefits of flexible exchange rates?

Flexible exchange rates less powerful in reducing dispersion of u.

Flexible exchange rates increase dispersion of π.
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Comments

1 Comments on facts.

2 Comments on model.

3 Benefits of mobility and welfare-relevant notion of dispersion.
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Key empirical observations

1 Europe has higher dispersion of unemployment rates than the US.

2 Europe has lower migration rates than the US.

3 Weaker response of net migration rate to unemployment in Europe.
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1. Migration of workers vs unemployed

Migration rate in population: sum of inflows and outflows of

workers divided by population.

Why not look at inflows and outflows of unemployed divided by

labor force?
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2. Selection

Difference between flexible exchange rates and mobility: selection.

Who emigrates after a large negative shock?

Brain drain?

If more high skilled workers move more =⇒ productivity dispersion.
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Model

Multi region model.

Endogenous allocation of workers across countries.

Search and matching frictions.

Price rigidities, wage rigidities.

Endogenous utilization, GHH preferences.
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Comments on the model

Why shocks to demand? (Easier to back out in order to fit u?)

Why search and matching frictions?

Why not write a paper on total hours?

Why GHH preferences? (Germans and Greeks work the same in

Germany?)

Why only extensive margin (zero Frisch elasticity)?

Why wage rigidities in addition to price rigidities?

Lots of parameters imported from other contexts. Makes more

sense to estimate them internally.
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Rigidities in Greece?
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Europe’s labor mobility not THAT low

Most surprising and interesting finding of paper.

Increasing labor mobility to US levels reduces std of u from 2.4 pp

to 1.4 pp.

Eliminating labor mobility increases std of u from 2.4 to 12.3 pp.
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Benefits of lower u dispersion?

Why should we care about lower dispersion in u?

What is missing is aggregate effects of dispersion.

With concave matching function, dispersion in f costly (Sahin,

Song, Topa, Violante)?

Welfare-relevant measure of dispersion related to f instead of u?

Why not a proper welfare-based analysis?
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Concluding comments

Great question. Sensible quantitative answers.

Comments:

1 More motivation for various model features.

2 Tighter parameterization.

3 Justification for benefits from lower dispersion?
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